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Being awarded the Ed Tweddell residency was an opportunity to delve deeper into a recent body of 

work that has developed out of my time working at Flinders Medical Centre  (FMC), both as a SALA 

Festival artist in residence, and also as a facilitator of the Art Trolley with the Arts in Health team. 

Although typically an installation artist – itinerant, responsive to site and with no real need for a 

dedicated place to work – these experiences have resulted in an interest in medical processes and 

environments, and a change in how I produce work; and therefore created a need for a studio in 
which to experiment and explore these ideas. 

My project was titled To comfort always and focused on the idea of patient comfort, looking 

specifically at the hospital gown. According to Amboise Paree, a surgeon from the 16th Century, ‘the 

art of medicine is to cure sometimes, to relieve often, to comfort always’, and yet the (necessary) 

clinical environment of hospitals and medical procedures appear cold and impersonal. To comfort 

always sought to reimagine an environment where the opposite is true, where in a sea of sterility, 

anything that touches the patient is made from materials which aim to bring comfort, joy and 
warmth. 

I began with the purchase of a sewing machine and spent the first two months familiarising mysel f 

with how to use it and learning basic garment construction techniques. Following along from both a 

number of dressmaking books and youtube videos, I taught myself how to create patterns from 

existing garments, how to pin these patterns to fabric and cut them out, how to sew seams and 

finish them neatly, how to hem and finish edges, how to make and set in sleeves to the main body, 

how to incorporate pockets, and how to work and sew with different types of fabric. During this time 

I also researched the history of hospital gowns, different designs for hospital gowns, and different 

ideas of comfort, both physical and psychological, primarily through conversations with patients and 

nursing friends at my work at FMC. I also looked at types of fabrics, and the particular colours and 
imagery that would help me to convey these ideas. 

I had an opportunity to travel as part of the Art Engagement Program with the Department of State 

Development during the third month of the residency, which gave me a chance to explore the 

concept first hand. Although not as dehumanising as a hospital stay, travelling internationally, 

especially to a country as challenging as India, is still a displacement from the usual comforts of my 

life. While away I got to really consider what it is that I missed and what was essential in making me 

feel happy and at home, especially on the days I was affected by the air quality and not 100% well. 

During this time, I also furthered my sewing skills, working with women at the Princess Diya Kumar 

Foundation in Jaipur, to create large scale soft sculptures as part of a collaborative project at the City 

Palace. This trip also allowed me to source bright and colourful fabrics which I hoped to incorporate 
into the project back home.  

Upon my return to Adelaide and Central Studios I got busy pulling all of my ideas together. This 

resulted in a series of handmade gowns, photographs, and an embroidery onto an actual patient 

gown sourced from FMC. For the majority of pieces, considerations were made to the outside and 

the inside of the gown. It was important to me that the outside – the side showing to the 

world/hospital – remained as true to the real thing as possible, either made from white cotton 



fabric, or a bluish disposable material. The inside – where the gown would make contact with the 
patient – was lined with a fabric which aimed to bring comfort, warmth or joy to the wearer.  

I began by remaking a couple of gowns from an exhibition in 2017 which was the starting point for 

this work: 

 

Idea for a hospital gown (flannelette)  was lined with a soft and warm winter sheet set. 



 

Idea for a hospital gown (Mexican holiday) was lined with a bright and colourful fabric from Mexico, 
and designed to invoke the feelings of warmth and happiness from summer travels abroad.  



 

Mock up gown 1 (calico) was my first attempt at constructing a gown from scratch. Although a few 

mistakes were made, it was a great opportunity to put what I was learning into practice. It also 

allowed me to experiment with how I might present the works when completed.  



 

Idea for a hospital gown (rainbow from Rajasthan) was lined with a piece of traditional tie and dye 

fabric sourced while overseas in November, referencing the rainbows and joy that has been a 

consistent element throughout my artistic practice. 



 

Idea for a hospital gown (pocket for flowers)  was an attempt to create a more sculptural/conceptual 

piece that would be more unwearable than the others. I have long been interested in the idea of 

giving flowers to patients, as an emotional kind of healing. During the construction of the garment, I 

created a pocket above the heart so that the power of such a gift could be directed to the 
metaphorical location where such feelings occur.  



 

Idea for a hospital gown (cool and calming) was developed out of research into the softest fabrics – 

muslin - and colours – mint green. This was an exception to my insistence that there be an ‘outside’ 

to each piece – made during a week of 40 degree weather, the idea of trapping it inside another 
layer felt like going against the idea I was trying to convey.  



 

Idea for a hospital gown (soft and snuggly) came out of many conversations I have had about the 

desire to wear baggy and comfortable clothes when feeling unwell. Lined with a soft and sparkly 

fleece, this piece was designed to resemble an oversized hoody jumper one might wear in winter.  



 

Detail of the inner fabric. 



 

Idea for a hospital gown (wraparound rainbow) developed out of observations of patients wearing 

two gowns – one backward, one forwards – in order to be completely covered up. The fabric choice 

came from a conversation with a patient on the maternity ward at FMC 

 



 

Idea for a hospital gown (quilt) is created from quilts designed for baby cots – pastel colours, soft 
and squishy, and the exact length of the average patient gown.  

 

Detail of cot quilt fabric. 

Idea for a hospital gown (throw rug) was unfinished when my residency ended as I was having 

difficulty finalising the design. I was ultimately hoping to extend a gown in some way so that it could 
be wrapped around the wearer like we do with blankets.  



 

During the hot weather, when it was easier to spend a few days working at home, I began a colourful 

embroidery onto a gown sourced from FMC. Similar to the flower work, this was located above the 
heart and inspired by a drawing made with a patient in 2017.  

Throughout my residency I also extended this idea to modifying surgical drapes and gloves – items 

that are also very clinical but regularly come into contact with patients - with flannelette sheet 

fabric. 

Five of the gowns were exhibited as part of [sic] Rose at Flinders Medical Centre during the 2018 

Adelaide Fringe Festival and I am in the process of seeking a venue for the entire body of work later 
in the year.  

As well as providing me a place to return to creating object based work, the residency allowed me to 

once again be a part of a studio community, something which I have not had for a number of years 

and hadn’t realised I had missed. Although the time of year – long Christmas hours in retail and a 

stint of hot weather – meant I often worked late at night, it was an invaluable opportunity to be 

surrounded by such an esteemed group of Adelaide artists.    

 


